Webinar Chat: Countdown to the UN SDG Summit 2023 Webinar Series Webinar 4: SDGs 7 and 8 - Sustainable Modern Energy for All & Decent Work and Economic Growth

08:02:00 From Faisal ALFADL to Hosts and panelists: Hello
08:02:02 From marie Laure EDENG to Everyone: 
    Bonjour chers tous.Marie Laure EDENG depuis le Gabon
08:02:19 From Derradji to Everyone: 
    bonjour tous le monde
08:02:20 From TECNO LC8 to Everyone: Hi
08:02:25 From Muguro David Ngige to Everyone: 
    Greetings from Muguro David Ngige of Dajopen Waste Management in Kitale town, Kenya. dngige2006@gmail.com
08:02:35 From Zakir_Farmers’ Voice_Bangladesh to Everyone: 
    Good evening from Bangladesh. This is Zakir-a farmer.
08:02:53 From Krishna Chandra Neupane to Everyone: 
    Good evening from ADCCN, Kathmandu. I am Krishna Chandra Neupane.
08:02:57 From Majdi Alnajjar to Everyone: 
    Greetings from Oslo
08:02:59 From JANET SCHEMPF to Hosts and panelists: 
    Good morning from Alaska.
08:03:03 From Maamalifar M. Poreku to Everyone: 
    Good afternoon from Rome
08:03:09 From Johnny IP to Everyone: 
    Hello. I am Prof. Johnny Ip from Hong Kong
08:03:11 From Dr.Najat Es’haqi to Everyone: 
    Good evening .. Dr.Najat Es’haqi member of academia major group ... from Bahrain
08:03:18 From GUEYE Mame Yacine to Everyone: Good Morning from Senegal
08:03:20 From Emmanuel Michael Biririza to Everyone: 
    Good afternoon from UN-Habitat, Nairobi
08:03:21 From Menchu Benavides Guijarro to Everyone: Good afternoon from Preston, UK
08:03:21 From Trizah Eyanae to Everyone: 
    Good evening I am Trizah Eyanae from IMPACT -TRUST KENYA
08:03:22 From coumba tine to Hosts and panelists: 
    Hi everyone greetings from Senegal 🇸🇳
08:03:24 From Muhammad Mashhood Bin Shahid to Everyone: 
    Muhammad Mashhood Energy Analyst Pakistan
08:03:26 From Reem AlAwadhi to Hosts and panelists: 
    Good afternoon from Dubai, UAE. This is Reem AlAwadhi, a political economy fresh graduate, it’s a pleasure to connect with you all
08:03:37 From Dr Nirja Mattoo to Everyone: 
    good evening I am Prof Nirja Mattoo from Mumbai
08:03:38 From Bikash Ranjan Rautray to Everyone: 
    Good evening from ARASMIN-India!
08:03:39 From Mark Ritchie to Everyone: 
    Thank you to the Stakeholder Forum for putting these amazing sessions together!
08:03:39 From Thaynara Leal to Hosts and panelists: 
    Good morning everyone, Thaynara Leal from Brazil/Portugal - YOUNGO/IRENA Young Energy Leaders
08:03:56 From PAULINE MACHARIA to Everyone:
Good afternoon from Rome
08:04:04 From Margaret Olabisi Mekwuye to Everyone:
   Hi, greetings. Greenspring Development Initiative, Lagos, Nigeria.
   greenspringdevelopmentinitiative@yahoo.com
08:04:17 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panelists:
   Hello from Lebanon
08:04:22 From Alwyn Ponteen to Everyone:
   Alwyn Ponteen: Chief Fisheries and Ocean Governance Officer Montserrat
08:04:29 From Varsha Ajmera to Everyone:
   Good evening from Malaysia
08:04:34 From Omer Kokou-Tchri to Everyone:
   Good morning from Omer in London
08:04:42 From Esosa Orhue to Everyone:
   Hi everyone, Esosa from Nigeria.
08:04:48 From David Galaviz to Hosts and panelists:
   Good morning here in Mexico. Hello everybody, I’m David Galaviz with Ars Socialis and Fundacion Arcoiris.
08:05:00 From Anushreedha Sivanandan to Everyone:
   Good evening from Anu.... India...
08:05:05 From Ralph West to Everyone:
   Hey, do u want a copy of the transcript? I am recording with this app
   https://zoom.beulr.com/, was planning to email it out. Lmk if you want a copy :)
08:05:09 From Mark Ritchie to Everyone:
   Hello from Minnesota, where a couple feet of snow will keep us busy for a few days, but
   then we’ll be back to promoting all the SDGs with all our might. Mark Ritchie, World’s Fair Bid Committee Education Fund
08:05:10 From JANET SCHEMPF to Everyone:
   Good morning from Alaska.
08:05:17 From Thaynara Leal to Everyone:
   Good morning everyone, Thaynara Leal from Brazil/Portugal - YOUNGO RE WG/IRENA Young Energy Leaders
08:05:20 From igen ramesh to Everyone:
   Happy Green Welcome from Prof Dr L. RAMESH - President of The Institution of Green Engineers WWW.THEIGEN.ORG
08:05:44 From Valentin Bachirou Nekissel to Everyone:
   morning everyone
08:05:44 From Danièle Ramiaramanana to Everyone:
   Hello everyone from Daniele Madagascar
08:05:47 From Jesse Johnson to Everyone:
   Hi everyone, Jesse from Ghana
08:06:01 From Justine Mwanje to Everyone:
   Good afternoon from Uganda.
08:06:15 From Sanja Terlević to Everyone:
   Hello everyone, Sanja from Croatia. Happy to connect
   https://www.linkedin.com/in/sanjaterlevic/
08:06:15 From Birgilio Rivera to Everyone:
   Greetings from Mexico, Uso Inteligente ASV AC/Smart Use for sustainable actions and Project development www.usomx.com
08:06:21 From REGINA GYAMBEA to Hosts and panelists:
Hello everyone, Regina from Ghana

08:06:32 From Manisha Rajapakse to Everyone:
Greetings from Sri Lanka- Manisha Rajapakse manisha.rajapakse@yahoo.com

08:06:42 From REGINA GYAMBEA to Everyone: Regina from Ghana

08:07:08 From Chrishanthi Basil to Everyone:
Greetings from Good Shepherd Sri Lanka

Chrishanthi

08:07:11 From Pauline Kariuki to Everyone:
Hello everyone -Pauline Kariuki -Rural women Network-Kenya. Focusing on Food, Nutrition and economic security while championing Climate Smart and Conservation agriculture

pauline@ruralwomenkenya.org

08:07:21 From kayanga peter to Hosts and panelists:
GOOD EVENING FROM DISABILITY PEOPLES FORUM UGANDA

08:07:22 From Mark Ritchie to Hosts and panelists:
Greetings to Jan-Gustav, St. Olaf got a new president this morning!

08:07:27 From Medani Bhandari to Everyone:
Hi This is Medani Bhandari, from Virginia, USA, working on SDG particularly how we can apply practically, my few books are listed here. my email is medani.bhandari@gmail.com

08:07:35 From Mange Ram Adhana to Everyone:
Good evening for all from Mr. Mange Ram Adhana President Association For Promotion Sustainable Development from India email apsdhisar@gmail.com

08:07:39 From Meredith Beal to Hosts and panelists:
Meredith Beal, Kenya United Religions Initiative—Africa

08:07:41 From Medani Bhandari to Everyone:

08:08:51 From REGINA GYAMBEA to Everyone:
Hello good afternoon everyone
I’m Regina from Ghana (University of Cape coast)
reginagyambea@gmail.com

08:08:57 From igen ramesh to Everyone:
Prof Dr L. Ramesh @ https://www.linkedin.com/in/prof-ramesh-fie-035b1a28/

08:09:14 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
Greetings to All! You’re the best! I am Anthony Reid Harvey, ceramic industrial designer, focused on environmental health and industrial development,

08:09:44 From Trizah Eyanae to Everyone:
Trizah Eyanae .Kenya trizahnai@gmail.com

08:09:50 From Henry O-Sintim to Everyone:
Hello, Henry SO, University of Ghana, Accra

08:10:54 From TECNO LC8 to Everyone:
Hi everyone! happy to meet all of you as we gather here to benefit from this knowledge may it beneficial to us all. I also owe more my sincere greetings to the organizers panelists and presenters all.

08:11:43 From Masango Sone to Everyone:
Hello All! Greetings from Cameroon. Chief Masango, Director of Green Cameroon.

www.greencameroon.org, info@greencameroon.org

08:11:46 From Fily Diébkilé to Everyone:
Hello everyone; Fily Diébkilé Resettlement assistant from Mali: d.bafily@yahoo.com

08:11:53 From Younoussa Keita to Everyone:
08:12:02 From Younoussa Keita to Everyone:
ongeder1@yahoo.com

08:13:00 From Charles Nouhan to TECNO LC8 and all panelists:
Hello, and thanks to all of you for joining us today. Note that we will take questions via the Q&A section, not the Chat section. And we will not be able to invite attendees to speak unless we have extra time at the end.

08:13:32 From Mahendranath Busgopaul to Hosts and panelists:
Hi everybody, greetings from Mauritius: Mahen Busgopaul

08:14:02 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
Less Developed Countries and their communities could get "Industrialization from the Grassroots," once they embrace the use of their ceramic resources. The natural resources tend to be abundant, i.e., rocks and minerals. Skilled potters are ubiquitous. Please have a look at this presentation of October 4, 2022, to the EU Tech Chamber Manufacturing Alliance. Nearly all of the SDGs are addressed squarely.
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1UDscBPG7lbqm9wpFwfEaCGdWiwaKt3qT/view?usp=share_link

08:14:13 From Majdi Alnajjar to Everyone:
Kindly, let us connect and collaborate practically on the SDGs: majdi@majesty-bu.biz //https://www.linkedin.com/in/majdi-alnajjar-32891116/ www.majesty-bu.biz // Majdi

08:15:27 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
Jan-Gustav and others, so many are aware that TRICKLE DOWN does not work. It's allure, however, seems to be irresistible.

08:17:44 From Ebrima Jarra to Everyone:
Food insecurity is one of the most accelerating threat to life's today.

08:18:01 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
All over the developing world people ask, "Why do we not develop?. We have the resources and yet we do not develop!" Please! What is primarily needed is training and education, not trickle down!

08:18:57 From Sarah Breslin to Everyone:
Can you please send the link to the report that Jan-Gustav mentioned 'Valuing What Counts'?

08:19:28 From Jonathan METRE to Everyone:
Thanks

08:19:36 From Maamalifar M. Poreku to Everyone:
Thanks Stakeholders for opening another door to push for the implementation of the SDGs.

08:19:48 From Mark Ritchie to Hosts and panelists:
Bravo Jan-Gustav!

08:19:49 From Reem AlAwadhi to Everyone:
Good afternoon everyone, this is Reem AlAwadhi from Dubai. It's a pleasure to connect with you.

08:20:16 From Fily Diébkilé to Everyone:
Thank you for this good presentation

08:20:43 From Adugna Haile to Everyone:
Good afternoon and Good day to you all and this is Adugna Haile from Ethiopia.

08:20:49 From Masango Sone to Everyone:
Colonial Pacts like those signed between Francs and francophone African Countries are keeping Africa permanently in poverty. Even Policy can not be discussed, Education and others can
not be revised without the permission of Francs. I think The world has to start by abolishing all such devilish pacts

08:21:19 From TEDDY IGORI to Hosts and panelists:
   Good morning from Amb Teddy Igori of Trippinz Care Inc New York and Nigeria

08:21:30 From Oscar Alberto Alarcon Perez to Everyone:
   Good morning everyone, thank you for this presentation

08:22:55 From Margaret Olabisi Mekwuye to Everyone:
   Hi, yes I need a copy of the transcript. Please email to
greenspringdevelopmentinitiative@yahoo.com Thank you

08:23:04 From L.A.Jayaratne to Everyone:
   Congratulations for the session. I am Jayaratne from Sri Lanka. It's a pleasure to join.

08:23:55 From Margaret Olabisi Mekwuye to Everyone:
   Hi, This is Henry Neondo, from Kenya...info@accrcc.org

08:24:14 From Adugna Haile to Everyone:
   Let us get also connected via: https://www.linkedin.com/in/adugna-haile-6a42979a/

08:24:25 From Louisa Eikhomun Agbonhese to Everyone:
   Good day all. Please send the transcript to eikhomunlouisa@gmail.com. Echoes of Women in Africa Initiatives, Nigeria.

08:24:48 From Charles Nouhan to Everyone:
   We will share a link to the webinar recording, presentations, written statements and the webinar chat via an email to you from the Zoom platform tomorrow at the same time.

08:26:40 From Dr.Najat Es'haqi to Hosts and panelists:
   hello .. I was wondering if there is a way to be sponsored to attend HLPF2023 .. I am academia major group member .. any further info. you may approach me on drnajatshaqi@gmail.com.... hope to hear from you .. from Dr.Najat Eshaqi-Bahrain

08:27:02 From Garba Auwdu -Talle to Everyone:
   Hello to everyone Garba from Ghana

08:27:21 From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez to Everyone:
   Hello everyone ! excellent session. i'm Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez at FUDESO fundation

08:27:44 From Carmen Jackie Giménez to Hosts and panelists: He everyone
   Carmen Jackie Gimenez
   President
   USA REFUGEES & IMMIGRANTS
   Florida - USA
   Carmenjgimenez@usa-refugees.com

08:27:51 From Jan-Gustav Strandenaes, Senior Advisor, SF to Hosts and panelists:
   Beyond GDP and Valuing What Counts are available on:

08:28:21 From Jan-Gustav Strandenaes, Senior Advisor, SF to Everyone:
   Beyond GDP and Valuing What Counts are available on:

08:29:16 From Ashwani Vasisht to Hosts and panelists:
   Dear Charles, Could you share as well a link to a page where we can access AALL the previous recordings? I see the YouTube recordings, and can deduce the webinars from there, but is there a single page where I can finds links to all the recordings?

08:29:55 From Charles Nouhan to Ashwani Vasisht and all panelists:
   Yes, the link will bring you to the page with the newest and previous webinars.
08:29:58 From Rashid Ali to Everyone:
   Good evening to all. I'm Rashid Ali from the Popular Inspiring and Relief Organization (PIRO),
   Zanzibar - Tanzania.
08:30:14 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
   This insulating rocket stove in Rwanda, burns solid fuel cleanly, i.e., biomass. Contrary to
   mistaken notion, the right solids fuels and means of burning them can be clean!! This 2-piece
   insulating rocket stove uniquely, is 2-piece, for cook pots of any size. The stove is affordable at
   Rwanda Francs- RF 4,000, i.e., US$4. The stove prevents respiratory illnesses! It prevents the need
   to cut down trees for wood fuel or charcoal! Gifts of stoves are wonderful but the vulnerable need
   to be trained in production! Who will give them a new stove in 5 or 10 years when they need one?
   https://drive.google.com/file/d/1unAt9nGQHCSgtGxEDjDpzQkCxATnFDFP/view?usp=share_link
08:35:08 From Sophie Masika to Everyone: Hello, Masika Sophie (World Federation for Animals)
08:35:32 From Isabel Ripa to Everyone:
   Hi everybody! Thanks @Jan-Gustav. Greetings from Spain, Isabel Ripa (independent consultant)
08:36:15 From Adugna Haile to Everyone:
   I also advise business to get advised and labeled by the Solar Impulse Foundation for clean
   energy solutions!
08:36:48 From Sumit Arora to Everyone:
   Good day to all. this is Sumit from Chandigarh, India
08:37:12 From Divine Chidera Alozie, GCPM to Everyone:
   Definitely
08:38:01 From Sarah Aidoo to Everyone:
   good day everyone I'm Sarah from Ghana
08:38:16 From Carmen Jackie Giménez to Hosts and panelists:
   Please follow us on twitter @usarefugees
08:38:30 From Oscar Alberto Alarcon Perez to Everyone:
   Good morning everyone, thank you for this presentation. Antonio Nariño University Colombia
08:40:12 From Iman AbdEl Al to Hosts and panelists:
   Thank you Raymond Excellent
08:40:18 From Divine Chidera Alozie, GCPM to Everyone:
   Thank you so much Professor
08:40:25 From Birgilio Rivera to Everyone:
   Our energy compact; support people in a differentiated way to improve and take advantage
   of energy uses and consumption by researching, analyzing, designing, evaluating, implementing and
   following up on adequate energy consumption plans. #keyprojects MeLearn
   Education-employment-water-agriculture&food-resources&materials&biofuels-mobility-energy
08:40:34 From Divine Chidera Alozie, GCPM to Everyone: Very insightful
08:41:04 From Muhammad Addo to Everyone:
   Good afternoon. I'm Muhammad KPAKPO ADDO from Ghana
08:41:19 From Nancy Mutola to Everyone:
   please share slides to mutolanancie@gmail.com.Nancy Mutola-Kenya
08:41:27 From Birgilio Rivera to Everyone:
08:41:40 From Jonathan METRE to Everyone: yes we can
08:42:01 From Louisa Eikhomun-Agbonlhese to Everyone:
Thanks much for the presentation. I am glad I joined this webinar. Highly educating. I use solar energy in my home I never knew it could be toxic at some point

08:42:20 From STEPHEN OWITI to Everyone:
Hello everyone. I’m Stephen Owiti from Nairobi Kenya. Glad to be here

08:43:02 From Aby DRAME to Everyone:
Hi everybody, greetings from Senegal. Thank you for these presentations.

08:43:29 From Isaac Kingsley Arthur-Gaisie to Everyone: Hello everyone,

08:43:52 From Maricel Elorde to Everyone:
Greetings to everyone from Palawan Philippines! 🌟 🌟 PH

08:43:53 From Jean-Claude Loba Mkole to Everyone:
Greetings from Jean-Claude Loba Mkole, Dominicans for Justice and Peace, Nairobi, Kenya.

08:44:51 From Abdullahi Abdulrazzaq to Everyone:
Hi everyone, I am Abdulrazzaq Abdullahi from Nigeria

08:44:54 From Isaac Kingsley Arthur-Gaisie to Everyone:
Isaac Kingsley Arthur-Gaisie is my name and I’m from Ghana 🇬. Nice to be here

08:45:46 From Henry David Bayoh to Hosts and panelists:
Hello everyone, I’m Henry David Bayoh from Freetown, Sierra Leone.

08:46:04 From Joana PANKAH to Everyone:
I am Joana Pankah of Ups Avenue for Development and a convener of the SDGs in the Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly in GHANA. Regards to all.

08:46:55 From Valentin Bachirou Nekissel to Everyone: I’m Bachirou of zonal Chad,

08:47:24 From Indra Nafi Akhsani to Hosts and panelists:
Hi Everyone! Good evening from Indonesia. I am Indra Nafi A and it’s a pleasure being here.

08:47:27 From Derradji to Everyone: hello every body nice to participate a this meeting

08:47:46 From Indra Nafi Akhsani to Everyone:
Hi Everyone! Good evening from Indonesia. I am Indra Nafi A and it’s a pleasure being here.

08:47:59 From mopurivk to Everyone:
Good day to all I am Vijaykumar Mopuri, from Hyderabad, India.

Vijaykumar.envi@outlook.com

08:48:13 From Olatunde Adekoya to Everyone:
Hello everyone, it's a privilege to be in this meeting, Olatunde from Nigeria.

08:49:00 From Elibarick Simon to Hosts and panelists:
Hello, good evening from Tanzania, I am Elibarick, is great to be here

08:50:28 From Aisha Ahmed to Hosts and panelists:
Aisha Ahmed Murna Foundation Nigeria

08:52:16 From Valentin Bachirou Nekissel to Everyone: thank's sir

08:54:47 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
It is a terrible mistake to tell people that solid fuels cannot be burned cleanly! If you ask ceramic educators they will tell you that biomass fuels will burn cleanly, given well designed stoves, kilns or furnaces. To tell people unequivocally that solid fuels cannot be burned cleanly serves to prevent the development of micro-industry from the grassroots! This is wrong-headed and unjust! The policy brings about continued dependency by those who are in need of livelihoods and development.

08:57:53 From Charles Nouhan to Everyone:
We have the volume raised to the point where is should be heard, but not too loud to be distorted. Try raising the volume on your devices too.

08:59:35 From RAPHAEL IGOMBO to Everyone:
Hi everyone from kenya

09:01:52 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
Granulated ceramic water filter systems will leave no one behind for safe drinking water. The systems function on gravity with no other need of energy. The filter systems can be large-scale, point-of-use, a short walk from homes. Have a look at a schematic of water filter systems of granulated ceramic media. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1WEuo6wj5RBk9qz3kh2JN1Z3TguB102xn/view?usp=drivesdk

Here is the article, "Filtering safe drinking water through Granulated ceramic media." The granulated filter media can be produced almost anywhere. 
https://drive.google.com/file/d/1RWJEKLHQu697EFcx0RAC-LyNWHBNP5se/view?usp=drivesdk

09:04:57 From Majdi Alnajjar to Everyone: 
Great presentation 🌟

09:05:58 From Sanja Terlević to Everyone: 
If possible would appreciate if you could share the link to the excel tool presented. Thanks

09:06:34 From RAPHAEL IGOMBO to Everyone: 
Great presentation

09:06:56 From Sumit Arora to Everyone: Thanks for the presentation.

09:08:32 From Muguro David Ngige to Everyone: Thank you for this educative presentation.

09:09:27 From JOHN SURESH to Everyone: 
Hello, Greetings from PLANT India. Dr. r. T. John Suresh

09:09:35 From Frank McCann to Hosts and panellists: 
Frank McCann for the Sisters of St Joseph of Peace coming from Hellertown, PA in the USA.

09:10:24 From Charles Nouhan to Youssouf Ndiaye and all panellists: 
Hi Youssouf...we will not be able to ask you to join by video or voice, so please put any question you have in the Q&A section. Thank you.

09:13:26 From Maria Cristina Vieira to Everyone: 
Excelent presentations! My compliments - Maria Cristina Weyland Vieira - Brazilian Confederation of Private Nature Reserves - Brazil

09:13:47 From Maria Cristina Vieira to Everyone: 
To contribute I made a list of the countries presented in the CHAT: Brazil - Cameroon - Chad - Colombia - Ethiopia - Ghana - India - Indonesia - Ghana - Kenya - Nigeria - Phillipines - Senegal - Spain - Tanzania - United Arabs Emirate / Dubai

09:14:13 From Carmen Jackie Giménez to Hosts and panellists: 
And USA

09:14:22 From Birgilio Rivera to Everyone: Mexico

09:14:43 From David O'Connor, IUCN & SF Fellow to Everyone: 
Thanks for the geographic list ;-) 

09:14:46 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone: 
In addressing SDG8 and the other SDGs, the most effective capital-intensive programs will be those that are resource intensive. All over the developing world people ask, “why do we not develop? We have the resources and yet we do not develop!” In fact, the human and natural resources necessary to industrial development are nearly everywhere. What is primarily needed, and has been seriously lacking, is training and education. Then, innumerable kinds of industry will come about, with far less need of imports.

09:14:55 From Sanja Terlević to Everyone: 
Found the article and tool from the previous presentation. If anyone is interested: https://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S2214629620301328?via%3Dihub; https://github.com/KTH-dESA/SDGs-IAE-Framework

09:15:10 From Carmen Jackie Giménez to Hosts and panellists: Thanks

09:17:31 From Meredith Beal to Hosts and panelists:
We won’t make the SGD Goals by 2030 unless we broaden the level of engagement in society. Back in 2020 I brought to the attention of UN Environment that, unless CHILDREN are involved in the campaign we are not going to get there. Until children and teenagers are actively engaged in efforts to mitigate climate change and embracing behavior necessary to attain the SDGs, it’s not going to happen. The youngest demographic that I have seen engaged by the UN is at the university level. If primary and secondary school pupils are not involved on a mass level, if it’s NOT in their curriculum, sustained change won’t happen. They need to be engaged in order to change the culture on the planet.

09:19:37 From Thaynara Leal to Everyone:
Thanks for the list Maria Cristina, It could be noticed that most of the countries present here (people) are from developing regions where there a biggest lack of access to inclusive, clean and fair energy.

09:20:42 From Gabriela Liendo to Everyone:
Good morning, it’s a pleasure to participate in this virtual event and listen to the experts. I am from Bolivia, we have and enormous opportunity to develop renewal energy. I work in the private sector and the challenge is to make the industry join to the urgent implementation of SDG.

09:22:47 From Thaynara Leal to Everyone:
Countries that have a faulty and outdated energy connection and flow structure, and mainly that deserve due care and encouragement (and financing) from developed countries to overcome this challenge.

09:22:54 From Charles Nouhan to Everyone:
Hello. We are running a bit over, so would like to keep going until 45 minutes past the hour so as to answer questions. So please stay with us if you can. Thank you.

09:25:35 From TECNO LC8 to Everyone:
Here is my email abdusamania@gmail.com for the videos and soft copy stuffs, thanks.

09:25:57 From GIA GASPARD-TAYLOR to Everyone:
Greetings from Trinidad and Tobago thank you for sharing much appreciated

09:28:09 From Jan-Gustav Strandenaes, Senior Advisor, SF to Charles Nouhan(Direct Message):
I have already shared the URL to all a while ago - all done. jg

09:28:12 From GIA GASPARD-TAYLOR to Everyone:
my email nrwptt@gmail.com we are a rural women network working with rural communities and indigenous people

09:28:42 From Charles Nouhan to Jan-Gustav Strandenaes, Senior Advisor, SF(Direct Message):
Thanks...we will share the chat with everyone.

09:30:00 From Tafara Dandadzi to Hosts and panelists: tafara@cynesa.org

09:30:41 From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez to Everyone:
thank you for this Wonderfull session. !

09:32:35 From Thaynara Leal to Everyone:
And to finalize my contribution, I believe that if there is no energy justice in these still developing countries, we will not reach a fair decarbonization goal. Many polluting countries have the best technologies to generate clean energy, but those that pollute the least remain at the mercy of the exploitation of their resources and the lack of investment to change their realities. Climate finance is key for these challenge. Thanks for the webinar (so much useful) and leave my Linkedin here for more insights and connections: https://www.linkedin.com/in/thaynara-furtado-constantinov-leal/

09:33:27 From Charles Nouhan to Youssouf Ndiaye and all panelists:
Hi...if you have a question, please put it in the Q&A section. Thanks.

09:34:18 From Monowarul Islam to Everyone:
Hello everyone, this is Monowar from the Environment and Social Development Organization -ESDO, Dhaka, Bangladesh.

09:35:04 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
Extreme poverty can be alleviated, starting with the training of potters and their neighbors. The potters are ubiquitous, producing, e.g., water containers and cook pots. These are affordable to their neighbors while plastic buckets and metal cook pots are not so affordable. Once trained in production of duplicates, the potters can do production of energy optimized cook stoves and ceramic water filters. These products will then be affordable within their communities. The new skills will make possible innumerable products and make low-income communities self-sufficient.

09:35:21 From Abdul Sattar CIDP NGO Hyderabad to Everyone:
Abdul Sattar CEO Community Initiatives for Development in Pakistan-CIDP, cidpak.organisation@gmail.com, 923363513393

09:37:46 From HOUSSOUBE KAKINE to Everyone: Good afternoon everyone,

09:38:29 From Joana PANKAH to Everyone:
I am Joana Pankah of Ups Avenue for Development and a convener of the SDGs in the Kumasi Metropolitan Assembly in GHANA. Regards to all. email: jpavenue112@gmail.com. Tel. No. +233245619270

09:38:46 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
There will be far less need for capital, given training of vulnerable poor in the use of resources that tend to be abundant.

09:39:44 From Ebrima Jarra to Everyone: Good bye from the Gambia, am gonna go now.
Cheers

09:39:59 From HOUSSOUBE KAKINE to Everyone:
I’m from ZONAL, NGO for SDGS implémentation in Chad. Email address: zonal.chd@gmail.com, phone: +23566200620.

09:40:28 From Joana PANKAH to Everyone:
indeed labour issues must be tackled from the inside out and not from the outside to inside.
Thank you last speaker former ILO executive.

09:40:51 From coumba tine to Hosts and panelists:
Thanks that’s very interesting but I have another meeting

09:40:56 From Muguro David Ngige to Everyone: Good bye it was very good interaction

09:41:01 From coumba tine to Hosts and panelists: Thanks everyone

09:41:39 From Nkiendem Stayelle to Everyone:
it was really enriching. Hoping to have great sessions as such. Goodbye from Cameroon

09:43:24 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
Sustainable development professionals and ceramic educators have been like ships that pass in the night, unaware of each other. The LDCs and their communities will be industrialized, once the use of their abundant ceramic resources are embraced.

09:50:37 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone:
Artificial intelligence is great but for example, the emphasis on computer aided design overlooks the essential opportunities of traditional model and mold making. Those who have never had formal education need training in model and mold making.

09:51:46 From David O’Connor, IUCN & SF Fellow to Anthony Harvey and all panelists:
Thanks, Anthony, for your thoughtful comments.

09:51:58 From Birgilio Rivera to Everyone: https://sdgs.un.org/partnerships/water-wise-use

09:52:02 From Elibarick Simon to Hosts and panelists:
Thank you, was great

09:52:11 From Divine Ntiokam to Everyone:
Greetings from the Climate Smart Agriculture Youth Network Global (GCSAYN), Yaounde, Cameroon

09:52:13 From Lul Seyoum to Everyone: A huge thank you to all presenters.

09:52:16 From Joana PANKAH to Everyone:
Yes, this session has been detailed. thanks to the speakers.

09:52:18 From Anthony Harvey to Everyone: Much appreciated! You all are the salt of the earth!

09:52:25 From Sumit Arora to Everyone: Thank you

09:52:31 From Iman AbdEl Al to Everyone: Thank you Excellent session

09:52:36 From Lul Seyoum to Everyone: It'd be good to have women in the panel

09:52:37 From Henry O-Sintim to Everyone: Impressive

09:52:37 From Amparo Elisa Rojas Ramirez to Everyone: thank you

09:52:42 From Elibarick Simon to Hosts and panelists: byeeeee

09:52:42 From Menchu Benavides Guijarro to Everyone: Many thanks to everybody

09:52:46 From Krishna Chandra Neupane to Everyone: thank you

09:52:47 From Mariam TOURE KEITA to Everyone: good by

09:52:47 From Joseph DENOUGBETO to Everyone: Thank you very much

09:52:48 From Sarah Aidoo to Everyone: thank you

09:52:50 From mopurivk to Everyone: thanks

09:52:55 From Cecilia Isubal to Everyone: thank you

09:52:59 From Unice Daria to Hosts and panelists: thank you!

09:53:03 From Mariam TOURE KEITA to Everyone: thanks